Background: Diagnostic X-ray examinations play an important role in the health
Introduction
Radiography started in 1895 with the discovery of X-rays (later also called Roentgen rays after the man who first described their properties in rigorous detail), a type of electromagnetic radiation. Soon these found various applications, from helping to find shoes that fit, to the more lasting medical uses [1] [2] . Initially, many groups of staff conducted radiography in hospitals, including physicists, photographers, doctors, nurses, and engineers. The medical specialty of radiology grew up around the new technology, and this lasted many years. When new diagnostic tests involving X-rays were developed, it was natural for the radiographers to be trained and adopt this new technology [3] [4] [5] . This happened first with fluoroscopy, computed tomography (1960s), and mammography. Ultrasound (1970s) and magnetic resonance imaging (1980s) was added to the list of skills used by radiographers because they are also medical imaging, but these disciplines do not use ionizing radiation or Xrays. Although a no specialist dictionary might define radiography quite narrowly as "taking Xray images", this has only been part of the work of an "X-ray department", radiographers, and radiologists for a very long time. Industrial radiographers in the field of nondestructive testing, where the newer technology of ultrasound is also used, also exploit X-rays.
Diagnostic radiography involves the use of both ionizing radiation and non-ionizing radiation to create images for medical diagnoses [6] [7] [8] . The predominant test is still the X-ray (the word Xray often used for both the test and the actual film or digital image). X-rays are the second most commonly used medical tests, after laboratory tests. This application known as diagnostic radiography. Since the body is made up of various substances with differing densities, X-rays can be used to reveal the internal structure of the body on film by highlighting these differences using attenuation, or the absorption of X-ray photons by the denser substances (like calcium-rich bones) 9 .
A specially trained professional called a diagnostic radiographer in the UK, or a radiologic technologist in the USA undertakes medical diagnostic radiography. The creation of images by exposing an object to X-rays or other highenergy forms of electromagnetic radiation and capturing the resulting remnant beam (or "shadow") as a latent image known as "projection radiography." The "shadow" may be converted to light using a fluorescent screen, which is then captured on photographic film, it may be captured by a phosphor screen to be "read" later by a laser (CR), or it may directly activate a matrix of solidstate detectors (DR similar to a very large version of a CCD in a digital camera). Bone and some organs (such as lungs) especially lend themselves to projection radiography [10] [11] [12] . . Soft tissues demonstrate with the same machine as for hard tissues, but a "softer" or less-penetrating Xray beam is used. Tissues commonly imaged include the lungs and heart shadow in a chest Xray, the air pattern of the bowel in abdominal Xrays, the soft tissues of the neck, the orbits by a skull X-ray before an MRI to check for radiopaque foreign bodies (especially metal), and of course the soft tissue shadows in X-rays of bony injuries are looked at by the radiologist for signs of hidden trauma (for example, the famous "fat pad" sign on a fractured elbow) [15] [16] . Dental radiography uses a small radiation dose with high penetration to view teeth, which are relatively dense. A dentist may examine a painful tooth and gum using X-ray equipment. The machines used are typically single-phase pulsating DC, the oldest and simplest sort. Dental technicians or the dentist may run these machines radiologic technologists are not required by law to be present. Mammography is an X-ray examination of breasts and other soft tissues [17] [18] . This has been used mostly on women to screen for breast cancer, but is also used to view male breasts, and used in conjunction with a radiologist or a surgeon to localize suspicious tissues before a biopsy or a lumpectomy. Breast implants designed to enlarge the breasts reduce the viewing ability of mammography, and require more time for imaging as more views need to be taken. This is because the material used in the implant is very dense compared to breast tissue, and looks white (clear) on the film. The radiation used for mammography tends to be softer (has a lower photon energy) than that used for the harder tissues. Often a tube with a molybdenum anode is used with about 30 000 volts (30 kV), giving a range of X-ray energies of about 15-30 keV.
Many of these photons are "characteristic radiation" of a specific energy determined by the atomic structure of the target material (Mo-K radiation) 19 .
Materials and Methods

Subjects
This study involved patients undergoing knee 
Results
For the group of patients where age distribution was measured, 19 % of patients were within the Table 2 .
Discussion: In this study, it was found that doses for knee joint for the entire examination were lower than IAEA guidelines. The image quality met the criteria of the departments for all investigation. The findings of this study are therefore neither completely optimization during CR imaging must be considered.
Conclusion
The findings of this study are therefore neither completely unexpected nor in contradiction with those of other trials. Therefore the importance of dose optimization during conventional radiology imaging must be considered.
